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Why should you care?
New understandings about:
•
•
•
•

evaluating/selecting binary classifiers
optimizing decision threshold
explaining models
optimizing models

(can improve individual outcomes)
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Key points
1. The ROC main diagonal is not chance, it is zero
information. information ≠ useful information
2. We define the binary chance baseline.
3. We show the useful parts of: area under the ROC curve.
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There are thresholds, or ROC points, we
should not use, per our baseline bΩ

TPR

don’t use

FPR
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Annotations added to an ROC plot [1].

The useful area is not what the main
diagonal (status quo) suggests.
status quo

useful area

bΩ

bΩ
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Our baseline bΩ helps visualize and
explain optimal ROC points
constrained optimum
unconstrained optimum
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Why does chance matter in ROC plots?
Binary classifiers or tests, begin to be useful when
they perform better than chance in:
accuracy, or
average net benefit
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For binary outcomes
What is chance?
What is random?
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Three statements in the literature are
misleading or myths
1. “The [ROC] main diagonal represents chance”.
2. “An AUC of 0.5 represents a model which is no better
than random chance at predicting a specific outcome”.
3. ROC points above the main diagonal are useful.
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Myth #1a
“The ROC main diagonal represents chance”.
If we are literal/precise:
The center point Ω =(0.5, 0.5)
represents chance: a fair coin flip,
for binary outcomes.

chance
Ω
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Myth #1b
“The ROC main diagonal represents [performance equal to] chance”.
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✗accuracy
✗net benefit
✔balanced accuracy
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Myth #1b
“The ROC main diagonal represents [performance equal to] chance”.

Point Acc

CWAcc

A-

62.7% 50%

-1.86

25.2%

Ω

50%

-1.25

50%

50%

NB ∈ [-2.49, 0]

Ω

Class ratio N:P
= ~2:1
Costs
CFN:CFP = 5:1

A-
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Myth #1b
“The ROC main diagonal represents [performance equal to] chance”.

Point Acc

NB

CWAcc

A-

55.6% 50%

-2.22

20%

Ω

50%

-1.39

50%

50%

NB ∈ [-2.78, 0]

Ω

Class ratio N:P
= 15:12
Costs
CFN:CFP = 5:1

A-
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Myth #1c
“The ROC main diagonal represents [a model performing like] chance”.
A model with an ROC curve...

RO
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e

…but a variable threshold, is unlike
dictionary or layperson’s chance!
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Myth #1c
“The ROC main diagonal represents [a model performing like] chance”.

RO

C

cu

rv

e

We can form the main diagonal
with a weighted coin toss, with
variable weight (or threshold, t)…

0

t

1

…but this is not layperson’s chance!
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What is the main diagonal?
1. An iso performance line per slide 12.
2. A ROC curve per slide 16.
3. The ROC curve for a classifier where
any non-zero range of classification
scores have an equal chance of either
ground truth.
Probability

i.e. two same c.d.f.s

Score
(positive class)
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Score
(negative class)
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What is the main diagonal?
4. An iso performance line for:
zero Jensen-Shannon divergence
zero Kullback-Leibler divergence
zero Hellinger distance
zero relative (information) entropy
Probability density

…between the p.d.f.s of +/- classes

Score
(positive class)
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Score
(negative class)
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The binary chance baseline, bΩ
An iso performance line passing through chance Ω
with a slope based on:
- prevalence
- cost of a false positive vs neg
- cost of treatment vs. no treat.
defined within the plot
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See the paper for formal definitions

, x∈[0,1]
, y ∈ [0,1]
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Our baseline can represent…

Measures
Balanced Accuracy
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Accuracy

✓

Net Benefit (& costweighted accuracy)

✓ ✓
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Myth #2
“An AUC of 0.5 represents a model which is no better than
random chance at predicting a specific outcome.”
Correction: for low prevalence
and balanced costs:
A classifier using a threshold in
the bottom half of the main
diagonal is better than chance
in accuracy & net benefit.
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Myth #3
ROC points above the main diagonal are useful.
Clearly, the previous plot also
reveals the 3rd statement as a
myth.
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For partial areas, the difference can be large
The vertical aspect* of useful area (yellow), is much less
than the main diagonal suggests.
55% above
bΩ

*

d
bΩ
83% above d
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The horizontal aspect* is not much different
The horizontal aspect* of useful area (yellow) is slightly less
than the main diagonal suggests.

*
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Vertical and horizontal together yields a
2.2% difference in useful area or AUC
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However, for the whole ROC, the
magnitude of area is the same
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Useful area/AUC combines the vertical and
horizontal aspects

concordant partial AUCi
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In summary
1. The ROC main diagonal is not chance.
2. We define the binary chance baseline.
3. We show the useful ROC areas and points.
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Code available
pip install bayesianROC deepROC
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Questions?
André M Carrington, Paul W Fieguth, Franz Mayr, Nick D James,
Andreas Holzinger, John W Pickering, Richard I Aviv
acarrington at toh.ca

http://chanceROC.org
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Glossary
θxy = {x1, x2, y1, y2) the set of parameters defining a ROC region
π prevalence (could be sample or population prevalence, I do not
specify)
Ω chance, i.e., binary chance (a horseshoe symbolizes luck, as in chance)
A- the all negative classifier (treat none)
AUC, AUROC: area under the ROC curve
AUCd2 AUC minus the diagonal in ROI #2
AUCi the concordant partial AUC (the proper generalization of AUC to a
part; sum of parts = AUC)
AUCni the normalized concordant partial AUC (the proper generalization
of AUC to a part, comparable to AUC etc)
AUCΩ useful area relative to chance
AUCΩ1 useful area relative to chance, AUC minus binary chance in ROI #1
AUCΩ+ positive useful area relative to chance (as opposed to negative)
bΩ binary chance baseline
y=bΩ(x) binary chance baseline, as a function of x
x=bΩ-1(y) binary chance baseline, the inverse function, i.e., a function of y
CFN cost of a false negative
CFP cost of a false positive
CTN cost of a true negative
CTP cost of a true positive
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c.d.f. cumulative distribution function
d (main) diagonal
FNR false negative rate
FPR false positive rate
NB average net benefit
N negatives
NPV negative predictive value (or inverse precision)
p.d.f. probability density function
P positives
PPV positive predictive value (or precision)
y=r(x) ROC curve as a function of x
x=r-1(y) ROC curve as a function of y
ROC receiver operating characteristic
Sn sensitivity (or TPR, or recall)
Sp specificity (or TNR)
t threshold
TNR true negative rate
TPR true positive rate
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Alternatives have disadvantages
• Kappa omits costs, but includes prevalence
• All positive/negative baselines (treat none/all)
can be impractical
• Other plots show few measures vs. ROC
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Examples of myth #1
• Figure 1. “The main diagonal represents chance” [3]
• “The (0,0)-(1,1) line segment has an area of 0.5; it is
called the chance diagonal” [4]
• Figure 2.2 “chance diagonal” [4]
• “chance diagonal” [6]
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Details on myth 2
• “An AUC of 0.5 represents a model which is no better
than random chance at predicting a specific outcome” [5]
• “The practical lower bound for the ROC curve area is
0.5. The (0,0)-(1,1) line segment has an area of 0.5;
it is called the chance diagonal” [4]
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Details on myth 3
• “Points above the diagonal represent performance
better than chance, those below worse than chance” [3]
• ‘Curves lying above this line are considered a
representation of “good” detection performance (i.e.,
better than a coin toss), while those lying below the line
are considered “bad” detection performance (i.e., worse
than a coin toss)’ [17]
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Wisconsin breast cancer detail (slide 12)
Description

AUC
part

AUC or
normalized

Average
Sens

Average
Spec

0.5401
0.2851
0.2634

0.9806
0.5176
0.4782

0.9047
0.8297
0.5478

0.9926
0.4684
0.4672

group 2: FPR [0.00, 1.00]
AUC
AUC - diagonal
0.4715
AUC - b_Ω
0.4715

0.9715
-

0.9715
0.4715
0.4715

0.9715
0.4715
0.4715

group 1: FPR [0, 0.15]
AUC_i, AUCn_i
AUC_i - diagonal
AUC_i – b_Ω

NP class ratio: 1.68
prevalence: 0.37
Cost_FN : Cost_FP = 5.0:1.0
Description
Perfect
Perfectly Wrong
Binary Chance
All Negatives
All Positives
Intersection ROC and b_Ω
Whole ROC (group 2):
Unconstrained ROC optimum
Group 1:
Unconstrained ROI_1 optimum
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ROC
point
(0.000,1.000)
(1.000,0.000)
(0.500,0.500)
(0.000,0.000)
(1.000,1.000)
(0.004,0.333)

Accuracy
1.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.6274
0.3726
0.7491

Balanced
Accuracy
1.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.6646

Avg Net
Benefit
0.0000
-2.4903
-1.2452
-1.8629
-0.6274
-1.2452

(0.087,0.952)

0.9272

0.9322

-0.1449

94.2%

(0.087,0.952)

0.9272

0.9322

-0.1449

94.2%
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Cost Weighted
Accuracy
100.0%
0.0%
50.0%
25.2%
74.8%
50.0%

Statlog heart detail (slide 13)
Description

AUC
part

AUC or
normalized

Average
Sens

Average
Spec

0.3888
0.1526
0.1959

0.8926
-

0.9641
0.3247
0.4293

0.5487
0.4737
0.5487

group 2: TPR [0.00, 1.00]
AUC
AUC - diagonal
0.3951
AUC - b_Ω
0.3951

0.8951
-

0.8951
0.3951
0.3951

0.8951
0.3951
0.3951

group 1: TPR [0.85, 1]
AUC_i, AUCn_i
AUC_i - diagonal
AUC_i – b_Ω

NP class ratio: 1.25
prevalence: 0.44
Cost_FN : Cost_FP = 5.0:1.0
Description
Perfect
Perfectly Wrong
Binary Chance
All Negatives
All Positives
Intersection ROC and b_Ω
Whole ROC (group 2):
Unconstrained ROC optimum
Group 1:
Unconstrained ROI_1 optimum
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ROC
point
(0.000,1.000)
(1.000,0.000)
(0.500,0.500)
(0.000,0.000)
(1.000,1.000)
(0.003,0.376)

Accuracy
1.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.5556
0.4444
0.7207

Balanced
Accuracy
1.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.6862

Avg Net
Benefit
0.0000
-2.7778
-1.3889
-2.2222
-0.5556
-1.3889

(0.482,0.964)

0.7160

0.7408

-0.3481

87.5%

(0.482,0.964)

0.7160

0.7408

-0.3481

87.5%
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Cost Weighted
Accuracy
100.0%
0.0%
50.0%
20.0%
80.0%
50.0%

Sept 3 revisions
• Glossary added
• Slide 6, left figure, NPV baseline corrected.
• Slide 39, two numbers missing were filled in
• Slide 38 and 39, minor changes to text labels for clarity
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